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FORMATION OF SINGULARITIES IN COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS

IN TWO-SPACE DIMENSIONS

M. A. RAMMAHA

(Communicated by Barbara Lee Keyfitz)

Abstract. Classical solutions to the two-dimensional Euler equations for a

polytropic ideal fluid are considered. It is shown that any local C'-flow, regard-

less of the size of the initial disturbance, will develop singularities in finite-time

provided the front of the initial disturbance satisfies certain conditions.

1. Introduction

In this article we consider the motion of a polytropic ideal fluid in two-space

dimensions. Such motion is described by the compressible Euler equations

(1.1) pt + V-(pu) = 0,

(1.2) p{ut + {u-V)u) + Vp = 0,

(1.3) St + u-VS = 0,

(1.4) p=p(p,S) = Ap7eS,       (A>0,y>l).

Here, p is the density, u = (w, ,«2) is the velocity, S is the specific entropy,

and p is pressure of the fluid. In the equation of state (1.4), y is the adiabatic

index and A is a positive constant.

The Cauchy data are

(1.5a)        p{x,0) = p°(x)>0,       u(x,0) = u(x),       S(x,0) = S°(x).

The following assumption will be valid throughout the paper: there exists R > 0

such that

(1.5b) p°(x) = p0>0,       u°(x) = 0,       S°(x) = S0,

for |x| ^ R. p0 and S0 are constants.

Equations (1.1)-(1.4) form a positive symmetric hyperbolic system in the

variables (p,u,S), one for which we can construct a unique local classical

solution defined on some finite interval of time [0, T), provided the Cauchy

data are sufficiently regular [4].
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The maximum speed of propagation of the front of a smooth disturbance is

governed by the sound speed a . Since u (x) = 0 for \x\ ^ R, then

;i.6) a — ldp~p{p°'s°]
1/2

AÏPa
V«i'/2

The purpose of this paper is to show that any local C -solution (p,u,S) of

the equations (1.1)-(1.4), regardless of the size of the initial disturbance, will

develop singularities in finite-time whenever the front of the initial disturbance

satisfies certain positivity conditions. We, however, do not address in this ar-

ticle the question concerning the nature of such singularities. The mentioned

positivity conditions are made precise in the statement of Theorem 2. They

simply state that, on the average, the initial disturbance is slightly compressed

and out-going in the x{ or x2 direction.

The following Lemma is a consequence of local energy estimates obtained by

Sideris [9].

Lemma 1. Let (p,u,S) e C'(R2 x [0,T)) be a solution o/(l.l)-(1.4), (1.5a,

b). Then {p,u,S) = {p0,0,S0) for all \x\>R + at, 0<t<T.

Now, define the functions

m{t) = /  (p(x,t) - pQ)dx,
Jr2

»7(0-Lp(x, i)exp S(x,t) p0exp dx,

and

F(0 = /   p{x ,t)x -u{x ,t)dx.
JRI

As long as (p,u,S) is smooth, it is then easy to show that m(t) = m(0)

and n(t) = n(0). It is stated in Theorem 1 below that singularities in C -

compressible flows in two-space dimensions are developed due to large initial

disturbances. The proof of Theorem 1 is omitted since it is identical to the one

given by Sideris [11] for compressible flows in three-space dimensions.

Theorem 1. Let (p,u,S) € C1 (R¿ x [0,T)) be a solution of (\.l)-(lA), (1.5a,

b). // m(0) £ 0, j/(0) > 0, and F(0) ^ 37rrjiv3||/||oo, then T is necessarily

finite.

In order to state our main result, we define

(1.7a) d°{r)= {x{ - r)2{p°(x) - p0)dx,
Jx,>r

and

(1.7b)

txo

0V)=/     (xl-r)p°{x)u°l{x)dx,
J X\>r
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where w, is the first component of u (x) = (w,(x), u2(x)). Note that, q (r) —

gl(r) = 0 for r^R.

In what follows, all generic constants will be denoted by c ; they may depend

on the fixed constants R and RQ , but otherwise are totally independent of the

initial data.

Theorem 2. Let (p,u,S) e C'(R2 x [0,T)) be the solution of (1.1)—(1.4),

(1.5a,b). Assume that for some 0 < R0 < R, q (r) > 0 and ql{r) > 0 for

R0 < r < R. Also assume that S°{x) ^ SQ for all x e R2. Then T is nec-

essarily finite. Moreover, in the case when y — 2 the local existence time T is

bounded from above by (c/a) [p0/BQ]    as 50->0, where B0 = j fR q (k)dk.

The idea of the proof of Theorem 2, as in the three-dimensional case, is

motivated by previous blow-up results for nonlinear wave equations in two-

and three-space dimensions [7], [8], [10].

2. Proof of Theorem 2

For simplicity, we first consider the case 7 = 2. Let (p,u,S) e c'(R x

[0,T)) bea solution of (l.l)-(l.4), (1.5a,b). Let œ(x,r) = (jc, -r)2 and define

(2.1) Q{r,t)= f     co(x,r)(p(x,t)-p0)dx.
J X\>r

Then by Lemma 1, Q(r,t) = 0 for r = R + at, / > 0 and

rot+R i~l(at+R)2-xf]1'2

Q(r,t)= co{x,r) {p(x,t) - p0)dx2dxr
Jr J-[(<Jt+R)2-x2]"2

Now, by using equation (1.1) and integration by parts it follows that

(2.2) i;Q{r,t)=  [     to{x,r)pt{x, t)dx = - [     co(x,r)V • {pu)dx
&' J.X]>r J.X]>r

=   /      Vco(x,r) ■ pudx.
Jx,>r

In (2.2), we have used the fact that u = 0 for \x\ _ at + R, and co(x, r) = 0

on JC[ = r. We conclude from (2.2) that Q{r,t) is C in t. Thus, by differ-

entiating again and using (1.1), (1.2), we find that

— Q{r,t)=  /      Vco{x,r)-(plu + put)dx
dt Jx,>r

= - j      Vœ{x, r) • [uV ■ (pu) + p(u ■ V)w + Vp] dx.
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Since Vp = V(p -pQ) where pQ = p(p0,S0) and Vco(x,r) = {2(xl - r),0),

which vanishes on xi = r, then integration by parts yields

,2

El
dt

Q(r,t)=  /     Aco(x,r)(p-p0)dx
Jx¡>r

+ f       P [»fax*
J x\>r

+ 2u.u7o)r     +U7Ú)r „ dx

>

/

JXí>r \d~r

2(p - pfí)dx + /      2pu,dxIJx¡>r

co{x,r)(p-p„)dx.

Since co(x,r) = d/dr(co(x,r)) = 0 on x, — r, we then have

£)«'•« (r'JL
co(x,r)(p-p0)dx.

Thus,

(2.3)

{It)   -"'{I)    Q{r'l)= {I?)   íco(x,r)[P-p0-o2(p-p0)

- {iTr)   G<M)3G(r,f),

where

(2.4a) G{r,t)= /      œ{x,r)\p-p0- a2(p - p0)] dx
J.Xi>r L J

and

dx

(2.4b)

Notel

paths

G(r,t) = 2 f     \p-Po-
J X\>r

G  iP - P0) dx.

1 s 1
Note that if y — 2 then a  = 2Apç.e °. Also, as long as u is C , the particle

dx
-T- = u{x,t),       x(0,Ç)=Ç,

exist and equation (1.3) implies that S(x,t) is constant along these paths. Since

(by assumption) 5 (x) > S0, then S(x,t) _ S0. Thus, p(p,S) _ p(p,S0).

Consequently,

(2.4c) P-Pq- c2(P - P0) = AeS° [p2 - p\- 2P0(P - Pq)

which leads to the lower bounds
2      ç

(2.5a) G(r,t)>j- co(x, r)(p - p0)2dx = 0,
zPq JX\>r
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and
2 r.

(2.5b) G(r,t)^a—\     (p-p0)2dx^Q.
Pq Jx\>r

2 2 2
Inversion of the one-dimensional d'Alembertian Da = (d/dt)  -a (d/dr)   in

(2.3) gives

(2.6) Q(r,t)^Q°(r,t) + —       / G{X,x)dXdx,
¿G JO  Jr-a(t-z)

where

(2.7) Q°(r ,t) = \[q\r + at) + q°(r - ai)] + ¿ f""q{X)dX.

Now, define the C -function

ft rax+R

(2.8) F(t)=      (t-T) r~aQ(r,T)drdT,
JO Jax+R0

where | < a < 1 which will be fixed throughout. Our goal is to obtain a dif-

ferential inequality for F(t) which shows that F(t) cannot be C   on [0,oo),

and hence the theorem is proved.

Direct computation shows that

(2.9)
rot+R

'"(') =  /       r"Q{r,t)dr
Jat+Ro

rOl+R ral+K rl     rr+a\l — X]

> r"Q°(r,t)dr+^- ra /   / G{X,x)dXdxdr
Jat+R0 ¿a Jat+Ro Jo   J r-a(t-x)

= !{{t) + I2{t),

:ctivel;

that

respectively. The assumptions q (r) > 0 and q (r) _ 0 for R0 < r < R, yield

,-at+R

(2.10) W^i/       rnq\r-at)dr
z Jat+Ro

> \(at + Rf" [   q°(X) dX = BQ(at + R)'a ,
L JRo

where BQ = \ ¡£ q°(X) dX > 0. In order to estimate I2(t) from below, we write

i       rt-R\     rax+R rk+a(t-x)

(2.11) ¡(t) = — /        G{X,x) rndrdXdx
2a Jq Jax+Ro Jat+Ro

i       rt plol — ax+Ro rk+a(t—x)

+ y-/       / G(X,z) rndrdXdz
¿■° Jl-R, Jax+Ro Jat+Ro

rt rax+R rk+a(l-x)

/       / G{X,z) r~ndrdXdi
Jt-Ri Jlat-ax+Ro Ji-a(l-x)+ 2a

l\{t) + I¡(t) + I¡(t),
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respectively, where R{ = (R - R0)/2a . In /, we have

rk+a(t-x)

(2.12a)       / r~adr^(X + a(t-r))~"(X-ar-R0)
Jat+R0

= c(at + R)~°T[{t - x){X -ax- R0)2

^ ca{at + R)~a~l(t - x)(X -ax- R0)2,

in I2 we have

rX+a(t-x)

(2.12b)        / r~"dr^(at + R)~n(X-ax-R0)
Jat+Ro

^ ca{at + R)~"~\t - x)(X -ax- RQ)2,

and in I2 we have

l+a(t-x)

(2.1

rl+a(t-x)

2c)        / r~adr>2a(at + R)~"(t - x)
Jl-a(t-x)

^ ca{at + R)  "   ' (t - x)(X -ax- R0)2.

By using the estimates (2.12a-c), it follows that

/"' rax+R /   a \ 2

I2{t) > c{at + R)~a~   / (/ - t) /        (X-ax- R0)2 [ — )   G(X,x) dX dx.
JO Jax+Ro \vX/

Now,    by   integration   by   parts   and   using   the   fact   that    G(X,x)    =

d/dX(G(X, t)) = 0 for X = ax + R, one finds

(2.13)
rt rax+R

I2(t) > c{at + R)~a~       (t-x) G(X,x)dXdx
JO Jax+R0

a2 _ _t   f'  rat+R  f -,
^c—(at + R)' / /     (t-x)co(x,X)(p{x,x)-p0)dxdXdx

Pq Jo  Jax+Ro Jx¡>X
2

= c—(ot + R)-a-lI3(t).

Po

However, Schwarz's inequality yields

rl rax+R r

(2.13a)      F(t)   <.I}(t)     (t-x) X j co{x,X)dxdXdx.
Jo Jax+Ro Jx,>k,\x\<ax+R

Thus,

(2.14) I2(t)^c-(at + R)-a  '(/(/))   lF(t)2,

Po

where

rl rax+R r

J(t)=      (t-x) Xa œ(x, X) dx dX dx.
Jo Jax+Ro Jx¡>A,\x\<ax+R
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We estimate /(/) as follows:

(2.15)
-ax+R

J(t) = 2 i (t-x) i"     X 2a [       (x, - XY  (ax + R)¿ - x\
Jo Jax+Ro Jk L

rt rox+R I/2

= c I  (t - x) I X      \(ax + R)  - X
Jo Jax+Ro

1/2
dx{ dXdx

(ax-X + R) dXdx

<c f (t-x)(ax + R)~2a+[/2dx
Jo

<^(at + R),
a

since | < a < 1 . Thus, (2.14) and (2.15) yield

I2(t)>c—(at + R) ° 2F(t)2,       i = 0.
Po

(2.16)

Now, the combination of (2.9), (2.10) and (2.16) yields the inequalities

(2.17a)

(2.17b)

F"(t)^BJat + R) t^O,

F"(t)^c—(at + R)a2F(t)2,       i = 0.

Po

We now proceed to show that F(t) has a finite life span. First note that, since

F(0) = F'(0) = 0, then F"(t) = 0, F'(t) = 0 and F(t) > 0 for all t = 0.
After integrating (2.17a) twice one finds that

(2.18) F(t)>c^(at + }
a

t>kn == "D

Now, using (2.18) and interpolation with (2.17b) one has

2

(2.19) F"(t)^c^(at + Rf2aF(t),
Po

for t>kQ = 31 Rla. Multiply (2.19) by F'(t) and integrate from kx = k0 to

t ; one finds

(2.20) F'(t)2>F'(kx)2 + c^
Po Jk,

+ R)-2"±{F(x)2}dx

^F'(kl)2 + p(t)F(t)2-p(k[)F(kl)2,

where p(t) = c(B0a2/p0)(at + R)~2a. Since F(0) = 0 and F"(t) = 0, the

mean value theorem yields that F(k¡) _ klF'(kx). Choose k{ ¿; kQ and

sufficiently large so that k2p(kx) ^ 1 . Since | < a < 1 , we can choose

k} = max {1, k0, (c/a)(p0/B0)[/(2~2a)} . It now follows from (2.20) that

F'(t)2 = F'(kx)2 + (k2p(k,))~] [p(t)F(tf - p(kx)F(kx)2

^(k2p(k{)Typ(t)F(t)2,
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or

(2.21)

It follows frr at

F''—>^(ak1+R)a(at + R) aF(t),        t^ky

F(t)

F(k.
>^—(at + Rra,

\ — a

for t >2k.

F(t) (1-a)    (ak.f   \at + RY  a t>2kv

It is easy to vs.

exp^i-a)~1(aÄ:1)a"1((T/ + JR)1""] > (at + R)2a+4,

for / = 3Â:, . So,

(2.22) F(t) >F(k{)(at + R)2a+\       t>3kv

Now, using (2.22) and interpolating with (2.17b), we have

(2.23) F"(t) > c—(at + R)-a-2F(t)l/2F(tf2
Po

>,    °    r-n   \'/2I7/<n3/2
^c—F(kl)    F(t)

Po

for / _ 3/c, . Multiply (2.23) by F'(t) and then integrate from 3k{ to t; we

have

(2.24) F'(t)2>A. \F(t)5/2-F(3k,)S/2 t = 3Á:, ,

where Ax = c(a /p0)F(kl)1'". By the mean value theorem,

and F(3A:,) = 3k{F'(3kx). Thus,

F(í)£/?(3¿fc,) + (í-3*,)J?'(3Jfc1)

^F(3rV,)+(¿:,U'V(3^,)
3Â:,

3k
F(3k.

for t _ 8Â:, . Therefore, it follows from (2.24)

F'(t)2>A2F(tf/2: t>8k,
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or

(2.25) F {t) = AF(t) 5/4 t = Sk, ,

where A = ca p0     F(k{)     .  If the local existence time T ^ 10/c1, then it

follows from the definition of /c,  that T _ (c/a)[p0/B0]

Since a G (4 , 1) is arbitrary, then we have

1/2(1-<*)
, as Bn

(2.26)
~ a

£o

B

t2

OJ

as B0 -* 0.

On the other hand, if the local existence time T > I0k{ , then a final integration

of (2.25) from 8fc, to T yields that

(2.27)

Now, ¡

from (2.18) that

F(8kl)~l/4

Now, as Z?0 —> 0 then kx — (c/a)[p0/BQ]

>cAT.

1/2(1_a), a e (1,1).  So, it follows

nko^-Po
a

C     (2-a)/2(l-a)„-a/2(l-a)
»„(2.28)

Thus, (2.28) and (2.22) yield that

(2.29) F(8*,) > ^¡-W-">fi-(^W-«).
cr

Now, by using (2.27), (2.29), and the assumption that T > I0kx, one easily

obtains the inequality

-|(a+2)/2(l-a)

(2.30)
Po
B,

0J

< 1.

As BQ —► 0 and p0 is fixed, (2.30) is impossible. Thus, as B0 —► 0 we must

have T _ 10/c, . Hence (2.26) is valid.

We finally turn our attention to the general case, y > 1.  In this case, the

change occurs in (2.4c) and instead we have

(2.3i;
J« v~l,

P~Po~a yP-Po)=Ae     \P-Po~yPo     yP-Po)

So,
= Ae   v(p,pQ).

Since py is convex, then

w(p,p0) = py'-p'o-ypo~\p-Po) >°

for p t¿ pQ. However, by Taylor's theorem one has

<f(p,p0)^ C0(y, p0)(p - p0)2       for0< p<2p0,

and some positive constant CQ(y, p0). On the other hand, there exists a positive

constant C, (y) such that

w(p,p0) ^C\{y)(p- Po for p = 2p
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Therefore, there exists a positive constant C(y,p0) suchthat

V(P,P0) = C(V>Po)%{p-P0)>

where <t>y is a nonnegative convex function given by

;<,-*>-{ ^-rf-    0<"<2"»'
I (P-Po) . P^2p0-

Finally, Jensen's inequality should be used instead of Schwarz's inequality in

(2.13a). The rest of the details should then follow accordingly, and the resulting

differential inequality still has a finite life span. However, the upper bound for

the local existence time T will be different from the one which we have obtained

for the case y = 2.
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